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Abstract A series of experiments and related numerical simulations were carried out to study one-
dimensional water redistribution processes in an unsaturated soil. A long horizontal Plexiglas box was
packed as homogenously as possible with sand. The sandbox was divided into two sections using a very
thin metal plate, with one section initially fully saturated and the other section only partially saturated.
Initial saturation in the dry section was set to 0.2, 0.4, or 0.6 in three different experiments. Redistribution
between the wet and dry sections started as soon as the metal plate was removed. Changes in water sat-
uration at various locations along the sandbox were measured as a function of time using a dual-energy
gamma system. Also, air and water pressures were measured using two different kinds of tensiometers
at various locations as a function of time. The saturation discontinuity was found to persist during the
entire experiments, while observed water pressures were found to become continuous immediately after
the experiments started. Two models, the standard Richards equation and an interfacial area model,
were used to simulate the experiments. Both models showed some deviations between the simulated
water pressures and the measured data at early times during redistribution. The standard model could
only simulate the observed saturation distributions reasonably well for the experiment with the lowest
initial water saturation in the dry section. The interfacial area model could reproduce observed satura-
tion distributions of all three experiments, albeit by fitting one of the parameters in the surface area pro-
duction term.

1. Introduction

Moisture redistribution is an important part of many near-surface and vadose zone hydrologic processes
such as infiltration, root water uptake, evaporation, subsurface tile drainage, and recharge, including con-
taminant transport. Numerous studies over the years have focused on the basic processes of soil moisture
redistribution and related capillary hysteresis processes, both experimentally [e.g., Haines, 1930; Youngs,
1958; Biswas et al., 1966; Staple, 1966, 1969; Gardner et al., 1970; Vachaud and Thony, 1971; Peck, 1971;
Talsma, 1974; Diment and Watson, 1985; van Dam et al., 1996; Wang et al., 2003] as well as through numeri-
cal analyses [Rubin, 1967; Dane and Wierenga, 1975; Youngs and Poulovassilis, 1976; Diment and Watson,
1983; Philip, 1991; van Duijn et al., 1995; van Duijn and de Neef, 1998; Wang et al., 2004]. Most of these stud-
ies concerned redistribution after infiltration in vertical soil profiles or laboratory soil columns, while several
experimental studies also investigated horizontal moisture redistribution and related hysteresis problems
[Feuring et al., 2014; Kona, 1997].

Various theoretical approaches have been used to account for the effects of hysteresis during moisture
redistribution. Relevant models can be divided into two different approaches: (i) relatively conventional
hysteresis models such as those used in the numerical studies cited above, with some also accounting
for the effects of dynamic nonequilibrium flow [e.g., Beliaev and Hassanizadeh, 2001; Beliaev and Schot-
ting, 2001] and (ii) an interfacial area model. We refer to the former approach as the standard (Richards)
model. The latter approach introduces the specific fluid-fluid interfacial area, and corresponding govern-
ing equations, to account for hysteresis in the capillary pressure-saturation relationship [Niessner and
Hassanizadeh, 2008; Pop et al., 2009; Zhuang et al., 2016]. Very few studies up to now have investigated
the comparative ability of the two modeling approaches to simulate water redistribution experiments
[Zhuang et al., 2016].
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In this paper, we provide results of a comprehensive experimental and numerical study of horizontal water
redistribution in sand. We conducted a series of redistribution experiments in a custom-built horizontal
sandbox (or flume) filled with a medium to coarse sand. The sandbox was divided into two sections by a
very thin metal plate, with different initial water saturation in each section. The experimental results were
simulated with both the standard model and the interfacial area model. In the following, we first describe
the experimental setup and procedures. We then introduce the two modeling approaches, followed by a
comparison of the experimental data with numerical simulation results.

2. Description of Experiments

2.1. Sand Properties
A medium to coarse sand (grain size 0.1–1 mm) taken from a riverbed in the Netherlands was used in the
experiments. The sand had a mean particle diameter of 0.29 mm. Prior to use, the sand was rinsed with
deionized water to remove clay particles, and then air dried. Unsaturated hydraulic properties of the sand
were measured using a small laboratory setup as described in detail by Zhuang et al. [2017]. The saturated
hydraulic conductivity was found to be 2.1 3 1024 m/s, using the constant-head method [Reynolds et al.,
2002], while the average porosity of the sand sample was 0.37. Capillary pressure-saturation curves for pri-
mary drainage and main imbibition were measured with the hanging water column method [Dane and
Hopmans, 2002]. Measured data in Figure 1a are shown by symbols. Simultaneously, unsaturated conductiv-
ities were measured directly for primary drainage and scanning imbibition using uniform gradient flow
methods [e.g., Dirksen and Matula, 1994; Weller et al., 2011]; the data are shown in Figure 1b. Observed data
were analyzed in terms of the standard van Genuchten-Mualem equations [Mualem, 1976; van Genuchten,
1980] for water retention and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity as follows:
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where pc(Sw) and krw(Sw) are the capillary pressure and relative permeability curves, respectively, Sw
ir , Sa

r , Sw,
and Se are the irreducible water saturation, residual air saturation, water saturation, and effective water

Figure 1. Measured and fitted (a) retention curves for primary drainage and main imbibition; (b) relative permeability curves for primary
drainage and scanning imbibition.
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saturation, respectively, a, n, and l are
the fitting parameters, and m 5 1 2 1/n.
The factor x in equation (2) is intro-
duced to account for the fact that the
values of the unsaturated conductivity
obtained for scanning imbibition do
not reach the saturated conductivity
value. The value of x was set equal to
the ratio between the largest measured
value of the unsaturated conductivity
and the saturated conductivity (the lat-
ter at full saturation). The fitted curves
are shown as solid lines in Figures 1a
and 1b. Fitted parameter values and
measured sand properties are listed in
Table 1.

2.2. Experimental Setup and Procedure
We designed and constructed a long Plexiglas sandbox with dimensions of 2 cm (width) 3 2 cm
(height) 3 60 cm (length) to conduct the horizontal water redistribution experiments. A schematic of
the sandbox is shown in Figure 2. The sandbox was divided into two sections: one being 20 cm long
and the other 40 cm. They were separated by a very thin metal plate (0.1 mm in thickness). This con-
struction made it possible to pack the two sections with sand at different initial saturations. The long
section (0< x� 40) was filled with fully saturated sand, while the short section (220� x< 0) was
filled with drier sand. The two sections were tightly closed at the top using a thin Plexiglas lid (1 mm
in thickness); while silicone tapes were used to keep the whole sandbox air-tight and prevent any
evaporation of water. The water redistribution experiments started by removing the thin plate.
Mechanical springs were used at the two ends of the sandbox in order to push the two sections
toward each other as the thin plate was being removed. This ensured full contact between the dry
and wet sands at all times.

Eleven water tensiometers and four air tensiometers (Rhizo Instruments, Wageningen, Netherlands)
were installed along the sandbox, as shown in Figure 2. They allowed measurements of the water and
air pressures every 1 min during the redistribution experiments. Locations of the tensiometers are given
in Table 2. The water tensiometers were composed of a ceramic cup, 1 cm long and 4 mm in diameter,
and a small pore pressure transducer. Air permeable but water impermeable plastic hollow fibers were
used to connect the ceramic cups to vacuum in order to remove air from the tensiometers. The water
tensiometers were saturated with deionized water prior to their use. The vacuum was always applied
during the experiments to remove any air from the tubes between the ceramic cups and the trans-
ducers, so that they remained saturated. Teflon porous cups were used for the air-selective tensiometers.
Very thin tubes, with a total volume of around 100 lL, were used to connect the hydrophobic porous
cups with the transducers, while the joints between the thin tubes and the transducers were sealed with

Table 1. Measured Sand Properties and Fitted Hydraulic Parameter Values

Parameters Unit Value

Particle density, qS kg m23 2.55 3 103

Water density, qw kg m23 1 3 103

Water viscosity, lw Pa s 1 3 1023

Saturated conductivity, KS m s21 2.1 3 1024

Intrinsic permeability, k m2 2.14 3 10211

Fitted hydraulic parameters in the van Genuchten-Mualem model
Primary drainage n 11.4

a Pa21 4.4 3 1024

l 4.3
Sw ir 0.18

Main imbibition n 6.5
a Pa21 9.0 3 1024

l 1.5
x 0.29

Sa r 0.17

Figure 2. Schematic top view of horizontal sandbox before rotation; after rotation this became the side view. The upper and lower rows of
tensiometers are for air and water, respectively.
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thicker silicone tubes. The accuracy of water and air tensiometers was 0.5 cm. The water and air pressure
transducers were connected to a CR1000 data logger (Campbell Scientific, Shepshed, UK) to allow con-
tinuous recording of the pressure values. A few water tensiometers were malfunctioned during the
experiments. Their readings were not considered here.

A dual-energy gamma ray system was used to determine saturation and porosity values simultaneously at
selected points along the sandbox. The accuracy of the saturation measurements for our soil system was
about 0.5%. Coordinates of measured points are given in Table 2. Details of the saturation measurements
using gamma radiation techniques are given in Appendix.

The sandbox was fixed onto a rotatable frame between the gamma source emitter and the detector. The
top view is shown in Figure 2. After filling the box with sand (as explained below), the lid was firmly screwed
down and the sandbox was rotated by 908 so that the lid was situated vertically. This allowed gamma meas-
urements to be made through the lid. We used different procedures for filling the wet and dry sections of
the sandbox. For the wet section, we first filled that part of the box with deionized and degassed water,
after which clean air-dried sand was poured continuously and slowly into the water through a small funnel.
The sand was regularly tapped and mixed using a small hair comb to prevent layering and promote the
release of trapped gas. Sand for the dry section was first mixed with a certain amount of deionized and
degassed water such that a large batch of sand with a prespecified saturation was obtained. Then, as for
the wet section, the sand was packed into the long section of the sandbox, while again using a small comb
to prevent layering.

Once both sections were filled, the two lids were fixed using screws and the whole sandbox was sealed.
The system with its mounted tensiometers was next brought into position for the gamma radiation
measurements. Moist air was pumped slowly into the dry section through Valve 1, while Valve 2 was
kept open. This was continued overnight in order to ensure moisture equilibrium in the sandbox and to
eliminate any potential for water evaporation during the experiments. A balloon filled with moist air
was subsequently connected to Valve 2 (Figure 2), while Valve 1 was closed. The sandbox was then let
to rest for several days, with the wet and dry sections still separated, in order to reach equilibrium. How-
ever, tensiometer and gamma radiation measurements were already collected during this period. The
thin metallic plate was removed next to start the water redistribution process. As indicated earlier, the
small gap between the dry and wet sections after removing the plate was eliminated by the action of
springs. Moreover, silicon grease was applied around the joint to eliminate any leakage and/or water
evaporation. The total weight of sand and water was recorded, before and after experiments, to verify
that the overall water loss was negligible.

We performed three sets of experiments, with three different initial saturation values for the dry section:
0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. Table 3 summarizes these initial conditions of the experiments. All experiments were con-
ducted in a constant-temperature room at 21 6 0.58C.

3. 1-D Mathematical Models

In this section, we describe the two alternative
mathematical formulations that were used to sim-
ulate the horizontal redistribution process. For
both models, we assumed that the air pressure

Table 2. Coordinates of the Tensiometer Locations and Gamma Radiation Measurement Points

Devices Sections Locations (x in cm)

Water tensiometers Dry 20.5, 21.5, 23.5, 210, 215
Wet 0.5, 1.5, 3.5, 10, 20, 30

Air tensiometers Dry 20.5
Wet 0.5, 15, 30

Gamma radiation Dry 21, 22, 22.25, 22.5, 23, 24.5, 26.5, 28.5, 212.5, 218.5
Wet 1, 2, 2.25, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.5, 6.5, 8.5, 10.5, 12.5, 14.5, 16.5, 18.5,

20.5, 22.5, 24.5, 26.5, 28.5, 30.5, 32.5, 34.5, 36.5, 38.5

Table 3. Specifications of the Experiments

Experiments
Initial Saturation

of the Dry Section
Initial Saturation

of the Wet Section

I 0.2 6 0.013 1.0 6 0.015
II 0.4 6 0.011 1.0 6 0.012
III 0.6 6 0.012 1.0 6 0.012
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was constant along the modeling domain. This assumption was supported by the air tensiometer measure-
ments, which showed negligible spatial variations during the experiments.

3.1. Standard Model
Simulations with the standard model were carried out using the HYDRUS-1D finite element software pack-
age [�Simůnek et al., 2009]. The software uses the Richards equation for solving horizontal unsaturated flow
in conjunction with hysteretic capillary pressure-saturation relationships as follows:

u
@Sw

@t
1
@

@x
2

krwðSwÞk
lw

@pw

@x
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50 (4)

2pw5pcðSwÞ (5)

where pw denotes water pressure, pc is the capillary pressure, t is the time, and x is the spatial coordinate.
We note that dynamic capillarity effects are neglected when using equation (5).

When using HYDRUS-1D, every numerical node in the discretized domain can be assigned its own cluster of
hysteresis scanning curves depending upon whether imbibition or drainage occurs. Two empirical approxima-
tions of capillary hysteresis, namely, Kool and Parker [1987] and Lenhard and Parker [1991], are included in
HYDRUS-1D. In our study, we used the Lenhard-Parker approach to describe the scanning curves. In this
approach, all scanning curves are scaled from the main imbibition or drainage curves by adjusting the residual
air and irreducible water saturations (i.e., Sa r and Sw ir, respectively), but using the same values of a and n as
the main imbibition or drainage curves. The fitted primary drainage curve was used for the wet section,
while the fitted main imbibition curve and a reconstructed main drainage curve were used for the dry section.
For the reconstructed main drainage curve, the value of a was assumed to be the same value as for primary
drainage, while other parameters were given the same values as main imbibition. Measured average porosi-
ties were assigned to the dry and wet sections. This caused us to slight rescale the pc2Sw curves.

For the HYDRUS-1D simulations, a grid size of 0.5 cm was used based on mesh independence tests. We
assigned no-flow boundary conditions to both ends of the modeling domain, while water pressure and
fluxes were assumed to be continuous at x 5 0, where wet and dry sand touch. The initial saturation of the
wet section was Sw 5 1, while initial saturation of 0.2, 0.4, or 0.6 was assigned to the dry section.

3.2. Interfacial Area Model
The interfacial area model as used in this paper is described in detail by Zhuang et al. [2016]. The model
assumes that capillary hysteresis can be accounted for indirectly by including a new state variable, the
air-water specific interfacial area [Hassanizadeh and Gray, 1990, 1993]. The specific interfacial area,
denoted by awa, is defined as the amount of air-water interfacial area per unit volume of the porous
medium. The interfacial area model assumes that awa is a unique function of capillary pressure and satu-
ration, which are now both considered to be independent variables. The set of hysteretic capillary
pressure-saturation curves in this way is replaced by a single pc2Sw2awa surface. The projection of this
surface onto the pc2Sw plane would form all hysteretic capillary loops in the domain between the pri-
mary (or main) imbibition and drainage curves. A single pc2Sw2awa surface under quasi-static condi-
tions has been reported to exist by several in both numerical studies [Held and Celia, 2001; Joekar-Niasar
et al., 2008; Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh, 2011, 2012] as well as experimentally [Chen and Kibbey,
2006; Karadimitriou et al., 2013, 2014].

Similar to traditional pc2Sw curves, the pc2Sw2awa surface is a hydraulic property of a given soil. In princi-
ple, the pc2Sw2awa surface should be measured experimentally. However, since measurements of the spe-
cific interfacial area were not available, we constructed the surface in this study with the aid of pc2Sw data
points. Our approach is based on a method proposed by Bradford and Leij [1997], and described in detail by
Zhuang [2017]. Despite its uncertainties and limitations [e.g., Grant and Gerhard, 2007], we found this indi-
rect method to be sufficient for our modeling purposes, as a first-order approximation. For our study, it suffi-
ces that the projection of the pc2Sw2awa surface does reproduce the pc2Sw curves in the pc2Sw plane. The
calculated pc2Sw2awa points were fitted by the following power function, proposed by Joekar-Niasar and
Hassanizadeh [2012]:
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awa Sw ; pcð Þ5c1Sw 12Swð Þc2 pcð Þc3 (6)

where c1, c2, and c3 are the fitting parameters. The fitted pc2Sw2awa surface and its parameters are given
in Figure 3 and Table 4, respectively. The black symbols in Figure 3 represent pc2Sw2awa points obtained
using the method of Bradford and Leij [1997].

The interfacial area model introduces an evolution equation for the air-water specific interfacial area as fol-
lows [Hassanizadeh, 2015]:

@awa

@t
1
@ awawwað Þ

@x
5Ewa (7)

where wwa is the macroscopic flux of the specific interfacial area and Ewa is the net production rate of the
specific interfacial area. Following Zhuang [2017], the latter is approximated by

Ewa52L
@awa

@pc

@Sw

@t
(8)

in which L is a material coefficient.

A review of the literature shows that the flux wwa is very small [Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh, 2011; Karadi-
mitriou et al., 2014]. Neglecting the corresponding term in equation (7) and using equation (8) leads then to
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@pc

@Sw
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(9)

The term Ewa accounts for the creation and destruction of interfaces during water redistribution. The mate-
rial coefficient L is assumed to be different during drainage and imbibition, and given by [Zhuang, 2017]:

L5
Lim1Ldr

2
1

Lim2Ldr

2
sign

�
@Sw
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�
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where Lim and Ldr denote the values of L for imbibition
and drainage, respectively. These are optimized later
using experimental data.

Figure 3. Three-dimensional pc2Sw2awa surface. The black symbols represent pc2Sw2awa points obtained using the method of Bradford
and Leij [1997].

Table 4. Values of the Coefficients in Equation (6)

Parameter Value Standard Error

c1 [1/(Pa m)] 20.7 1.40
c2 2.0 0.15
c3 1.0 0.10
R2 0.96
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The interfacial area model also uses the Richards equation (4) to describe water flow. The set of equa-
tions to be solved hence are equations (4), (6), and (9). As before, the relative permeability is still
assumed to be given by equation (2). Our measurements have shown that hysteresis in the relative per-
meability is negligible (see Figure 1b), in accordance with many previous studies [e.g., Poulovassilis,
1970; Vachaud and Thony, 1971; Mualem, 1986], which allows equation (2) to be written as a unique func-
tion of saturation.

The full set of equations for the interfacial area model was solved in terms of two primary variables: Sw and
pc. We used for this purpose the commercial package COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0 [COMSOL, 2014]. For the
numerical solutions, we used a grid size of 0.1 cm, while residual errors were restricted to 1028 based on
mesh-independent tests. As initial condition for the various experiments, we used measured values of satu-
ration and the capillary pressure. The solutions assumed continuity in the capillary pressure and water flux
at x 5 0. No-flow boundary conditions were assigned to the two ends of the domain.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Experiments
For Experiment I (initial saturation of 0.2 in the dry section), saturation values in the dry section (x< 0)
increased markedly near the discontinuity within 1 h after redistribution started (see Figure 4), but then
remained almost constant afterward. By comparison, saturation values in the wet section (x> 0) decreased
over the entire wetted length almost evenly. This is due to the much higher unsaturated conductivities in
the wet section, which required only very small water pressure gradients for any flow to occur. The entire
redistribution process reached the equilibrium state after about one day. The saturation discontinuity at the
contact interface (x 5 0) persisted at all times.

Figure 4. Measured porosity (open circles) and observed saturation profiles (other symbols) versus distance from the discontinuity for
Experiment I, which had an initial saturation of 0.2 in the dry section. Also shown are simulated curves obtained with (a) the standard
(STD) model (dashed lines) and (b) the interfacial area (IFA) model (solid lines).
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Measured water pressure heads as a function of time at several locations within the dry and wet sections of
Experiment I are shown in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively. Thin colored lines with small fluctuations repre-
sent the pressure measurements. As can be seen in Figure 5a, at the point closest to the discontinuity in the
dry section (x 5 20.5 cm), the pressure increased at the start of the experiment, but then went down gradu-
ally to reach equilibrium. By comparison, the water pressure at the location farthest away from the disconti-
nuity (x 5 215 cm) increased only gradually during the redistribution process. Also, the dry section initially
showed a large pressure head gradient, which disappeared gradually after about 1 day. However, water
pressures in the wet section (Figure 5b) decreased monotonically and far more uniformly along the entire
section. Pressure heads measured at 20.5 and 0.5 cm (close to the discontinuity) became almost the same
after the initial spike in pressure at 20.5 cm dissipated. They subsequently both decreased gradually follow-
ing similar patterns afterward. This implies that water pressures across the contact interface were continu-
ous during the entire redistribution process.

For Experiments II and III, which had initial saturations of 0.4 and 0.6 in the dry section, respectively, mea-
sured saturation values changed monotonically in both the dry (x< 0) and wet sections (x> 0), as seen in
Figures 6 and 8. For this reason, we show here only measured data close to the discontinuity (210< x< 10).
For both experiments, the magnitude of the saturation discontinuity decreased compared to the initial
value, but persisted during the entire redistribution. Measured water pressure heads at different locations
for the two experiments (II and III) are shown in Figures 7 and 9. Pressure heads at the locations near the
discontinuity in the dry section exhibited again short-lived peaks for both experiments, but now with
smaller peaks as compared to Experiment I (which had an initial saturation of 0.2 in the dry section). Experi-
ment III (having an initial saturation of 0.6) showed the smallest peak in the dry section after redistribution
started.

While Experiment I showed considerable redistribution of moisture between the dry and wet sides, little
redistribution had occurred in Experiments II and III when reaching equilibrium. This was actually expected

Figure 5. Measured water pressures versus time (thin lines) at several locations within (a) the dry and (b) the wet sections for Experiment I,
which had an initial saturation of 0.2 in the dry section. Simulated curves obtained with the standard (STD) and interfacial area (IFA)
models are shown as dashed and solid lines, respectively.
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from the initial water saturations in the two sections and considering the capillary pressure-saturation
curves shown in Figure 1a. In that figure, we have indicated the initial conditions of the dry section in the
three experiments by asterisk symbols, which are located nearly exactly on the main imbibition curve. The
initial saturation of the wet section, on the other hand, was equal to unity for all three experiments (shown
by a red asterisk on the primary drainage curve). Imbibition of the dry sections hence all followed more or
less the main imbibition curve, while the wet section drained following the primary drainage curve. These
processes should continue until the water pressures are the same in both sections. We can see from Figure
1a that this would have been achieved with very small reductions in saturation of the wet section, and only
limited increases in saturation of the dry section in case of Experiments II and III, thus implying very little
overall water redistribution. More significant water redistribution had to occur in case of Experiment I before
pressure of the two sections would become equal. The exact pressures and saturation values at equilibrium,
however, cannot be easily determined without numerical modeling. Obviously, the observed complete tran-
sient behavior of saturation and pressure in time, as well as their spatial distributions, can be determined
only numerically.

4.2. Simulations
The three experiments were simulated using both the standard (STD) model (as programmed in HYDRUS-
1D) and the interfacial area (IFA) model summarized earlier. For the simulations, using the standard model
we assumed that initially the sand was in an imbibition state everywhere, consistent with the manner in
which the sandbox had been packed. Initial conditions for the HYDRUS simulations were specified in terms
of saturation values (not water pressure heads). For the interfacial area model simulations, we used the
measured water saturations and pressure distributions as initial conditions. A single pc2Sw2awa surface
was used for both sections. The values of Lim and Ldr in equation (10) were optimized based on measured

Figure 6. Measured porosities (open circles) and observed saturation profiles (other symbols) versus distance from the discontinuity for
Experiment II, which had an initial saturation of 0.4 in the dry section. Also shown are simulated curves obtained with (a) the standard
(STD) model (dashed lines) and (b) the interfacial area (IFA) model (solid lines).
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saturation and pressure data, producing the values shown in Table 5. Simulation results obtained with
the standard (STD) model are shown as dashed lines in Figures 4–9, while solid lines represent results
obtained with the interfacial area (IFA) model. Since water pressure heads at different locations in the
wet section differed only slightly, simulated curves of the pressures versus time are shown for only one
position.

As can be seen in Figure 4 for Experiment I, simulation results obtained with the standard and the interfacial
area models both reproduced the measured saturation distributions reasonably well, provided we also
adjusted the value of parameter l in equation (2). We found a value of 20.8 for both the interfacial area
model and the standard model. For Experiments II and III, we used a value of 1.5 for l as obtained by fitting
the relative permeability curve (see Table 1). Figure 5 shows that simulated water pressures obtained with
both models still deviated slightly from the measurements.

Simulations of Experiments II and III (Figures 6–9) show that the standard model predicted only minimal
redistribution of water. Little redistribution obtained with the standard model for Experiments II and III was
probably due to the discrepancy between the measured retention data and the fitted van Genuchten curve
for 0< pc< 17 cm. Both models showed some deviations between the simulated water pressures and the
measured data at early times of the redistribution processes. However, the interfacial area model captured
the measured water pressure data at equilibrium better.

We note that either initial saturation or water pressure distributions can be specified as initial condition
in the standard model. This led to an inconsistency in the initial saturations and water pressures (see
Figures 5, 7 and 9). This discrepancy can be eliminated by adjusting the imbibition pc2Sw curve (which
was measured independently and is shown in Figure 1), based on measured initial water saturations and

Figure 7. Measured water pressures versus time (thin lines) at several locations within (a) the dry and (b) the wet sections for Experiment
II, which had an initial saturation of 0.4 in the dry section. Simulated curves obtained with the standard (STD) and interfacial area (IFA)
models are shown as dashed and solid lines, respectively.
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pressures for each experiment. However, shifting the imbibition pc2Sw curve for each experiment
seemed unreasonable and nonphysical. By comparison, both the initial saturation and water pressure
can be specified in the interfacial area model, thus allowing more consistency in the initial
conditions.

As shown in Table 5, different values of Ldr were used for the dry and wet sections in the interfacial area
model simulations, respectively. This can be explained by the fact that the coefficient L in principle depends
on the two state variables Sw and awa. Its value hence may be different during different stages of wetting
and drying. For our study, we selected different but constant values for each section. Indeed, micromodel
studies [e.g., Karadimitriou et al., 2014] have shown that L is a material property and may depend on satura-
tion. We emphasize that additional analyses and experiments are still needed to investigate the uncertain
parameters in the interfacial area model.

We further note that the interfacial area model contains three parameters in the equation for pc2Sw2awa

surface (i.e., c1, c2, and c3), which were determined based on measured pc2Sw2awa points. For the van Gen-
uchten model, we need four parameters (i.e., a, n, Sw ir, and Sa r). In order to model the scanning curves in
the van Genuchten retention equation, one needs to specify different Sw ir or Sa r values for each scanning
curve, whereas for the interfacial area model no additional parameter is needed to model hysteresis. Instead
one has to specify two parameters for the surface area production term, i.e., Lim and Ldr. The advantage of
the standard model is that no fitting of parameter values for modeling transient data is needed. But for the
interfacial area model, the parameters Lim and Ldr are chosen so that simulation results fit the transient data.
Hence, to have a fair comparison of the models, additional transient experiments should be performed and
simulated without changing the values of Lim and Ldr.

Figure 8. Measured porosities (open circles) and observed saturation profiles (other symbols) versus distance from the discontinuity for
Experiment III, which had an initial saturation of 0.6 in the dry section. Also shown are simulated curves obtained with (a) the standard
(STD) model (dashed lines) and (b) the interfacial area (IFA) model (solid lines).
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5. Summary and Conclusions

In this study, we performed a series of well-defined horizontal water redistribution experiments in an unsat-
urated soil using a custom-built thin Plexiglas sandbox. The sandbox was filled with fully saturated sand in
one section and partially saturated sand in the other section. We conducted three sets of experiments with
different initial water saturations in the dry section (0.2, 0.4, and 0.6). Gamma transmission methods were
used to measure water saturations at different locations along the sandbox, while water, and air tensiome-
ters were installed at various positions to collect pressure data. As soon as a very thin metal plate separating
the wet and dry sections was removed, the magnitude of the discontinuity in water saturation decreased,
but persisted in all experiments. Water pressures near the contact interface were found to become continu-
ous immediately after the experiments started. We observed that the degree of water redistribution
decreased when the initial water saturation in the dry section was larger, i.e., for smaller differences in satu-
ration between the wet and dry sections.

Two different models (the standard Richards equation and an interfacial area model) were employed to sim-
ulate the three sets of experiments. Both models showed some deviations between the simulated water
pressures and the measured data at early times during redistribution. The standard model could simulate

the water saturation distributions for the experiment having the
lowest initial water saturation (about 0.2). However, contrary to
observations, the standard model predicted almost no water
redistribution for the other two experiments. The interfacial area
model still could reproduce observed water saturation distribu-
tions for all three experiments, albeit by fitting the value of the
coefficient L in area production term. We must point out that the

Figure 9. Measured water pressures versus time (thin lines) at several locations within (a) the dry and (b) wet sections for Experiment III,
which had an initial saturation of 0.6 in the dry section. Simulated curves obtained with the standard (STD) and interfacial area (IFA)
models are shown as dashed and solid lines, respectively.

Table 5. Fitted Values of Lim and Ldr in the
Interfacial Area Model

Dry Section Wet Section

Lim (Pa) Ldr (Pa) Ldr (Pa)
9000 15,000 180,000
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interfacial area model contains several adjustable parameters, which as such is a drawback but also could
provide more flexibility in describing experimental data. Nevertheless, the interfacial area model is a more
physically based approach for modeling capillary hysteresis in porous media.

Appendix: Simultaneous Measurement of Saturation and Porosity by Gamma
System

Gamma radiation attenuation in an unsaturated soil sample can be described using Beer-Lambert’s equa-
tion. Our gamma system consisted of 241Am, with an energy peak of 59 keV, and 137Cs, with an energy peak
of 662 keV. Thus, two equations can be written for the measured attenuated intensities:

IAm5IAm
0 exp ð2lsls2lw lwÞ and ICs5ICs

0 exp ð2lsls2lw lwÞ (11)

where I and I0, with indices for the two sources, denote measured and corresponding reference intensities,
respectively, ls and lw are the solid and water attenuation coefficients, respectively, and ls and lw denote
the overall length of the solid and water phases along the path of the gamma-ray beam, respectively.

The diameter of the gamma-ray beam was 6 mm. Measured intensities, hence, were average values over
the cross section of the beam and the soil thickness. The attenuation coefficients ls and lw for both 241Am
and 137Cs were measured and calculated beforehand. Details of the calibration procedure information
about the dual gamma ray system can be found in Fritz [2012]. The values of reference intensities I0 for
both 241Am and 137Cs were set equal to the measured intensities of the empty sandbox. At any given time
and position, values of ls and lw could be calculated from measured intensities for 241Am and 137Cs using
equation (11). Sand porosities (u) and water saturations (Sw) consequently could be calculated at any given
time and position from the following equations:

u5
l2ls

l
and Sw5

lw

l2ls
(12)

respectively, and l is the total thickness of the soil sample (i.e., 2 cm, being the width of our sandbox).
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